Conjoint analysis is used to measure the importance of attribute-level trade-offs. A methodological anomaly is the number-of-levels effect; that is, as the number of intervening attribute levels increases, the derived importance weight of an attribute increases. The authors use three studies to show that attentional processes contribute to the number-oflevels effect. When there is an inequality in the number of levels across attributes, a given profile may include levels of one attribute that are relatively more novel than levels of the accompanying attributes. A process of attentional contrast directs attention toward the relatively novel attribute levels within each profile. Increased attention toward these attribute levels results in a larger derived importance weight for the attributes defined on those levels.
Attentional Contrast During Sequential
Judgments: A Source of the Number-ofLevels Effect
Marketing researchers and practitioners devote considerable effort to understanding the value people place on attribute trade-offs. A popular method for deriving the value of attribute trade-offs is conjoint analysis (Green and Srinivasan 1978, 1990; Johnson 1974) . In conjoint analysis, people are asked to respond to product profiles consisting of attributes described at specific levels. In general, people should be sensitive to changes in the range of the attribute levels but not to changes in the number of attribute levels within a specific range. However, several studies from the conjoint literature show that derived importance weights can vary as much as 25% when solicited using different numbers of attribute levels, with the range held constant (e.g., Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink 1981; Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink 2002; Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson 1992; Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Nutter 1982) . The number-of-levels effect is disconcerting because changes in the measurement procedure can influence the derived importance of attributes and the ensuing strategic initiatives.
In the search for methods to control for the number-oflevels effect, several accounts of the effect have been offered. First, it has been proposed that the number-oflevels effect is related to the data collection method (e.g., Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson 1992) , the measurement scale of the dependent variable (e.g., Steenkamp and Wittink 1994; Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson 1992) , and the parameter estimation procedure (Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Reibstein 1989) . Although tests of these methodological accounts have enabled researchers to reduce the size of the number-of-levels effect, no methodological adjustment has completely eliminated the bias. Second, it has been proposed that the number-of-levels effect is related to cognitive processes (Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink 1981; Green and Srinivasan 1990) . Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink (1981, p. 72) state that "the respondent may react to the number of levels used for a given attribute by consciously or unconsciously weighting an attribute more heavily as the number of levels increases." This hypothesis suggests that the number-of-levels effect should be evident in sequential judgments or choices (e.g., full-profile rank orders, full-profile paired comparisons, full-profile ratings), self-explicated priors (Wittink, Huber, Fiedler, and Miller 1992) , and stated importance measures (Steenkamp and Wittink 1994; Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink 2002) . Evidence suggests that the number-of-levels effect emerges primarily in sequential judgment or choice tasks (Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink 1981; Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson 1992; Wittink and Seetharaman 1999) .
In this article, we propose an attention-based account for the number-of-levels effect, while acknowledging that there are other cognitive and methodological contributors to the effect. We propose that the number-of-levels effect is sensitive to the novelty of an attribute level relative to the levels of the other attributes. In Experiment 1, we show that the number-of-levels effect can occur when one attribute has more levels than a second attribute. When one attribute has more levels than another attribute, each of its attribute levels is relatively more novel than the levels of the other attribute during sequential judgments. At measurement, the relatively novel attribute levels receive more attention, and the trade-off between these levels becomes more important. In Experiment 2, we manipulate the relative novelty of one attribute's levels and produce a "number-of-levels effect," while keeping the number of levels of each attribute constant. In Experiment 3, we use a design in which the levels associated with an attribute with fewer levels are made relatively more novel than levels associated with an attribute with more levels, and we obtain the "number-of-levels effect" on the attribute with fewer levels. The results of the three studies show that the relative novelty of attribute levels contributes to the number-of-levels effect.
THE NUMBER-OF-LEVELS EFFECT
The number-of-levels effect has a long history in the conjoint analysis literature. Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink (1981) were the first to report the number-of-levels effect. They examined subscription packages to performing arts events, using three attributes that were defined on two levels and three attributes that were defined on three levels. They asked participants to make choices from pairs of profiles that were defined by two attributes: a two-level attribute and a three-level attribute. The two-level attributes had derived importance weights between .36 and .45 (.12 and .15 standardized), and the three-level attributes had derived importance weights between .55 and .66 (.18 and .22 standardized). Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink concluded that attributes with more levels have larger derived importance weights. The number-of-levels effect has since been replicated without confounding attributes and numbers of levels using various response tasks, measurement scales, and estimation methods (e.g., Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink 2002; Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Nutter 1982; Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Reibstein 1989; Wittink, McLauchlan, and Seetharaman 1997; Wittink and Seetharaman 1999) .
Methodological Accounts
Properties of the measurement scale. Initial accounts of the number-of-levels effect focused on scale properties. Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Nutter (1982) observed that Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink (1981) used a rank-order measurement scale, and they argued that ranks are inherently sensitive to a differential number of levels across attributes. For example, imagine a 2 × 2 design with Attribute A driving responses and Attribute B breaking ties. The four profiles would be rank ordered A1B1, A1B2, A2B1, and A2B2. Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Reibstein (1989) tested the hypothesis that ordinal measurement is sufficient to produce a number-of-levels effect. They found that the number-of-levels effect is equally strong using a rank-order measurement scale or rating scale and concluded that ordinal scale properties are not the only source of the numberof-levels effect. Steenkamp and Wittink (1994) proposed that the observation of a number-of-levels effect on a rating scale may be a consequence of the rating scale behaving like an ordinal scale (i.e., conjoint respondents are only able to report ordinal properties, despite the use of a rating scale). To test this hypothesis, they asked participants to evaluate the same profiles using two tasks: a rating task (i.e., participants assigned numbers to indicate the value of each profile) and a magnitude estimation task (i.e., participants drew lines to represent the value of each profile relative to a fixed standard). They predicted that the magnitude estimation task would better approximate an interval scale and thus eliminate the number-of-levels effect. They observed a comparable number-of-levels effect for both dependent measures. These results suggest that the numberof-levels effect does not derive solely from properties of the measurement scale.
Use of the measurement scale. Other measurement procedure explanations are related to respondents' use of the measurement scale. Using adaptive conjoint analysis, Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson (1992) presented participants with pairs of notebook computers defined on six attributes, four of which alternated between two and four levels. They also manipulated whether dominated pairs were included in the design and found that the number-oflevels effect was considerably reduced when dominated pairs were eliminated. Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson explain this result in terms of participants' tendencies to give preference ratings toward the midpoint of the scale. Because preference ratings for dominated pairs are expected to be more extreme than those for nondominated pairs, the exclusion of dominated pairs provides less opportunity for distortion. Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink (2002) proposed that the number-of-levels effect may be a consequence of a person's tendency to perceive a constant, absolute distance between any adjacent levels of an attribute. They tested this hypothesis by comparing results on five different measures of attribute importance using one product category (color televisions). The product category was defined on six attributes, two of which alternated between two and four levels. Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink found significant number-of-level effects on two measures of attribute importance: differences in partworth in a full-profile conjoint and attractiveness ratings for individual attribute levels. On the remaining three measures (stated importance of a set of attributes, paired comparisons varying one attribute's exte-rior level at a time, and linear regression of attribute-level attractiveness ratings on full-profile ratings), they did not observe a number-of-levels effect. Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink interpreted their results as evidence for respondents' tendency to distribute stimulus representations uniformly over a restricted internal continuum in the fullprofile responses and attribute-level ratings. Ceteris paribus, the addition of intermediate levels led respondents to distribute the exterior attribute levels more toward the extremes of the internal continuum.
Nonrelational Directed Attention
Since the initial identification of the number-of-levels effect, researchers have acknowledged that the effect could be a consequence of attentional processes (Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink 1981) . More specifically, it has been proposed that respondents may assign more weight to attributes with more levels because novel attribute levels draw attention (Green and Srinivasan 1990) or because a higher number of attribute levels results in a level changing more frequently across profiles (Wittink and Seetharaman 1999) . These accounts rely on nonrelational directed attention because the number-of-levels effect for one attribute is predicted to be independent of the number of levels of the other attributes (e.g., moving from a 2 × 2 design to a 4 × 4 design increases the absolute importance of both attributes). Several studies have included one or more tests of nonrelational directed attention but have failed to find support for the hypothesis (Steenkamp and Wittink 1994; Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink 2002; Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson 1992) . For example, Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink (2002) varied a single attribute's level across two profiles, reasoning that more attention would be directed to the attribute. However, they observed no number-of-levels effect.
ATTENTIONAL CONTRAST
Our literature review suggests that methodological factors (e.g., properties of the measurement scale, use of the measurement scale) and psychological accounts based on nonrelational directed attention cannot fully account for the number-of-levels effect. Thus, there may be other sources of the number-of-levels effect. We propose that one such source is attentional contrast-attention directed toward relatively more novel attribute levels in sequential judgments, as evidenced by attribute importance. For example, a 4 × 2 design creates a number-of-levels effect relative to a 2 × 2 design because each level of Attribute 1 appears half as often as each level of Attribute 2. This relational directed attention explanation differs from nonrelational directed attention explanations in that the novelty of an attribute level depends on the number of levels of the other attributes in the design. When product profiles consist of multiple attributes, attention will be directed toward the more novel attribute levels. Trade-offs between the more novel attribute levels will be more important.
The attentional contrast hypothesis has its foundation in the category-learning literature. The more popular theories in categorization and learning incorporate some notion of selective attention (Nosofsky 1986 (Nosofsky , 1991 Sutherland and Mackintosh 1971) . More specifically, as more attention is devoted to attributes that are deemed to be important, less attention is devoted to attributes that are deemed to be unimportant (Goldstone and Steyvers 2001) . For example, Goldstone and Steyvers (2001) show that selective attention can be directed toward attributes that differentiate faces. They selected four photographs of bald men and placed them on the endpoints of a horizontal and vertical axis. Then, they created 16 profiles by varying the relative amount of each face included in the profile. A categorylearning task that emphasized the horizontal (vertical) axis led to sensitization of the relevant classification dimension and desensitization of the irrelevant classification dimension. Kersten, Goldstone, and Schaffert (1998) provide evidence that selective attention mechanisms can also operate for attribute levels. They show that within a given trial, a mechanism of attentional contrast directs attention away from redundant attribute levels and toward novel attribute levels. In a series of experiments, participants learned verbs that were defined on two attributes: path and manner. Each verb was always accompanied by a particular value on one or both of these attributes. At Time 1, the conjunctive group of participants learned conjunctive verbs (i.e., verbs that could be distinguished on both path and manner). The nonconjunctive group of participants learned path verbs (i.e., verbs that could be distinguished only on the basis of path). At Time 2, both groups were asked to learn new conjunctive verbs. The nonconjunctive group attended more to the level of manner than the conjunctive group. In other words, because the path values had been associated with classification in the nonconjunctive group, attentional contrast was directed toward the new manner values and away from the path values within the Time 2 trials.
Attentional contrast may be relevant for understanding the number-of-levels effect. The attentional contrast account predicts that people direct attention away from attribute levels they have seen more often and toward attribute levels they have seen less often. For example, in a 4 × 2 design, the first attribute has four levels, and each of these levels will be experienced twice in a full-factorial design. The second attribute has two levels, and each of these levels will be experienced four times in a full-factorial design. Thus, within a profile, the levels of the first attribute will be relatively more novel than the levels of the second attribute. Attention will contrast away from the more common levels of Attribute 2 and toward the less common levels of Attribute 1. More attention to the less common levels of Attribute 1 will result in a greater appreciation for the attribute trade-off (i.e., a number-of-levels effect).
Evidence for Attentional Contrast
The proposed attentional contrast explanation is consistent with two observations from the preference elicitation literature. First, the number-of-levels effect is more likely to be obtained using a decompositional method than a compositional method (Steenkamp and Wittink 1994; Wittink, Huber, Fiedler, and Miller 1992) . A decompositional method asks respondents to provide multiattribute judgments for the full-profile descriptions of alternatives. In a decompositional method, attribute levels are repeated across profiles, but the repetition may not be uniform. The differential repetition of the levels of the attributes enables attentional contrast to operate within a profile. Compositional methods ask respondents to assign values to each level of an attribute. The values are combined to construct an overall evaluation of an alternative. In a compositional method, each level of an attribute is repeated only once, and it is repeated out of context so attentional contrast cannot operate.
Three studies have used a combination of decompositional and compositional methods. Wittink, Huber, Fiedler, and Miller (1992) show that the magnitude of the numberof-levels effect is greater for a full-profile procedure (i.e., an entirely decompositional method) than for an adaptive conjoint procedure (i.e., a combination of decompositional and compositional methods). Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink (2002) use a decompositional method and compositional procedure and find evidence for a number-of-levels effect in the compositional data. However, the compositional data were collected after the decompositional data, which suggests that the decompositional method could have biased the responses provided in the compositional method. Steenkamp and Wittink (1994) find minimal evidence for a number-of-levels effect on stated attribute importance (compositional) measures that were gathered after the decompositional data. Johnson (1992) finds evidence for a number-of-levels effect using only a compositional method. He asked participants to assess attribute values directly. However, the values of two attributes were assessed at the same time. More specifically, participants were told that a base television with a 17-inch screen and monophonic sound was worth $200. Then, they were asked to evaluate what other options were worth: a 19-inch screen; a 21-inch screen and excellent stereo sound in the 3 + 2 condition; and a 21-inch screen, good stereo sound, and excellent stereo sound in the 2 + 3 condition. Thus, participants could interpret this task as a full-profile evaluation. For example, when evaluating the 19-inch screen, it is likely that participants assumed a monophonic sound (i.e., a missing value must be assumed to make the judgment). Thus, the three-level attribute values were more novel than the two-level attribute values, and an attentional contrast effect may have been observed.
Our second observation is that the designs used in studies of the number-of-levels effect invariably compare conditions in which the number of levels of more than one attribute is varied concurrently (i.e., varying the number of levels of Attribute 1 is confounded with varying the number of levels of Attribute 2). For example, consider an experiment in which participants respond to a 2 × 4 design (i.e., Attribute 1 has two levels, and Attribute 2 has four levels) or a 4 × 2 design. If the derived importance weight on Attribute 1 is larger in the 4 × 2 condition than in the 2 × 4 condition, the weight difference may be due to the increased number of levels of Attribute 1 (i.e., absolute novelty of the levels of Attribute 1) or to the accompanying decrease in the number of levels of Attribute 2 (i.e., relative novelty of the levels of Attribute 1). In other words, the number-of-levels effect may not be caused (solely) by the increased number of levels of an attribute. It may also be caused by the reduced number of levels of other attributes in the experimental design. Note that all published demonstrations of the number-of-levels effect concurrently vary the levels of two or more attributes (see Table 1 ).
Predictions
The attentional contrast account makes specific predictions when the manipulation of the number of attribute levels is unconfounded in an experimental design. For example, imagine three designs: 4 × 2, 2 × 4, and 4 × 4. The derived importance weight of Attribute 1 (Attribute 2) should be greater (smaller) in the 4 × 2 than in the 2 × 4 design, as has been observed in prior studies (i.e., a number-of-levels effect). However, the attentional contrast account also predicts that the derived importance weight of Attribute 1 (Attribute 2) should be greater in the 4 × 2 (2 × 4) design than in the 4 × 4 design. The levels of Attribute 1 (Attribute 2) are relatively more novel than the levels of Attribute 2 (Attribute 1) in the 4 × 2 (2 × 4) design but not in the 4 × 4 design. If nonrelational differences in attention were the sole cognitive source of a number-of-levels effect, the derived importance weight of Attribute 1 (Attribute 2) would be equal in the 4 × 2 (2 × 4) design and the 4 × 4 design.
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 used three designs to assess whether attentional contrast contributes to the number-of-levels effect. More specifically, the experiment consisted of 4 × 2, 2 × 4, and 4 × 4 designs. We investigated these designs using two procedures. The first procedure emphasized external validity, and the second procedure emphasized internal validity. The first procedure used a choice-based conjoint (CBC) task and a hierarchical Bayesian estimation technique. The second procedure used a full-profile task with reservation price estimates as the dependent variable and an analysis of variance technique. We discuss these procedures in greater detail subsequently.
Table 1 NUMBER-OF-LEVELS MANIPULATIONS USED IN PUBLISHED STUDIES

Authors
Number-of-Levels Manipulation Currim, Weinberg, and Wittink (1981) Number-of-levels manipulation between attributes (2 or 3 levels) Johnson (1992) 3 + 2 versus 2 + 3 (used lists) Orme (1998) Number-of-levels manipulation between attributes (2-5 levels) Steenkamp and Wittink (1994) 2 × × 4 versus 4 × × 2 Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink (2002) 4 Wittink, Huber, Fiedler, and Miller (1992) 3 Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson (1992) 2 × × 2 × × 4 × × 4 versus 4 × × 4 × × 2 × × 2 Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Nutter (1982) 4 × 4 × × 2 × 2 versus 4 × 2 × × 4 × 2 Wittink, Krishnamurthi, and Reibstein (1989) 3 versus 5 levels Wittink and Seetharaman (1999) 4 × × 2 × 2 versus 2 × × 4 × 2 Notes: The factors in bold were manipulated in an experiment.
Design and Stimuli
The experiment used a three-cell design (4 × 2, 2 × 4, and 4 × 4) with three product replicates (refrigerators, liquid crystal display [LCD] televisions, and digital cameras). Each product profile was defined on two attributes for which participants were known to have monotonic preferences. The attributes were the following: annual energy cost and capacity (refrigerators), screen size and horizontal viewing angle (LCD televisions), and imaging sensor resolution and image storage capacity (digital cameras). Each attribute had two or four possible attribute levels (for an overview of the attribute levels, see Table 2 ). Figure 1 shows the stimulus profiles used for each design. Each experimental design consisted of eight profiles.
CBC Procedure
We collected data using the SMRT application produced by Sawtooth Software (see http://www.sawtoothsoftware. com). Participants were seated at personal computers, read instructions, and were assigned to conditions using a program written in Authorware. The program associated designs and product categories using a 3 × 3 Graeco-Latin square. Participants completed 12 choices in each product category. Each choice involved two profiles randomly selected from the assigned design and a third no-choice option labeled "None: I would not purchase either of these products." Product categories were presented in random order.
CBC Results
Eighty-three undergraduate students participated in return for course credit. We estimated partworth utilities for each attribute level plus the "none" alternative for each par-1 Andrews, Ainslie, and Currim (2002) find that for conjoint settings, hierarchical Bayes and finite mixture estimation techniques produce largely similar results.
2 There was a significant design × replicate interaction for Attribute 1 (F(4, 231) = 16.27, p < .05) and Attribute 2 (F(4, 231) = 9.96, p < .05). The first interaction was primarily driven by the absence of the predicted difference between the 4 × 2 and the 4 × 4 conditions in the refrigerator replicate, and the second was primarily driven by the smaller effect sizes in the refrigerator and television replicates. In general, the results within replicates were directionally consistent with our predictions. ticipant in each category. Estimates used Sawtooth Software's CBC/HB application for hierarchical Bayes estimation. 1 We used 20,000 iterations for each of the 18 (3 product categories × 3 conditions × 2 attribute orders) tasks. We constrained partworths to vary monotonically from worst to best. Then, we calculated the importance of each attribute for each participant by subtracting the minimum partworth estimate from the maximum partworth estimate; we used these individual attribute importance scores as the dependent variable in a series of analyses of variance. Table 3 reports the average importance scores for each attribute in each condition plus averages collapsed across product category. The 4 × 2 and 2 × 4 results replicate the typical number-of-levels effect. The effect of each attribute was greater when it was presented with four levels (M = 10.81 and M = 7.37 for Attributes 1 and 2, respectively) than when it was presented with two levels (M = 7.19 and M = 5.05, F(1, 154) = 112.2 and 36.0, respectively; both ps < .001). 2 On average, the number-of-levels effect was 50% of the importance of Attribute 1 and 46% of the importance of Attribute 2, as derived in the lower-level design.
The attentional contrast hypothesis predicts no numberof-levels effect in the 4 × 4 design. For Attribute 1, the Notes: Means superscripted with "a" and "b" are significantly different at p < .05.
3 Pretesting showed that respondents had a difficult time generating reference prices because of ambiguity about the quality level of the product. We provided a reference price to make the task more realistic. 4 Given that the number-of-levels effect is a robust phenomenon, we chose to use a procedure that maximized the strength of the attentional contrast manipulation. Rating the exterior offers last meant that the levels of the two-level (four-level) attribute had appeared an average of 3.5 (1.5) times during the rating of the exterior offers. Had profiles been presented randomly, the levels of the two-level (four-level) attribute would have appeared an average of 2.5 (1.5) times during the rating of the exterior offers.
importance score in the 4 × 4 design (M = 7.24) was equal to the importance score in the 2 × 4 design (M = 7.19, F(1, 154) < 1) and significantly less than the importance score in the 4 × 2 design (M = 10.81; F(1, 154) = 66.77, p < .01). For Attribute 2, the importance score in the 4 × 4 design (M = 5.68) was equal to the importance score in the 4 × 2 design (M = 5.05; F(1, 154) = 1.75, p > .05) and significantly less than the importance score in the 2 × 4 design (M = 7.37; F(1, 154) = 31.09, p < .01). Thus, there was no number-of-levels effect in the 4 × 4 design.
Full-Profile Procedure
We collected data using a program written in Authorware. Participants were seated at personal computers. Instructions explained that they would be stating reservation prices for products described on two dimensions. Participants were asked to assume that the products were identical on all unstated attributes, and they were informed of the average price of the product. 3 Then, participants were presented and provided with reservation prices for one of the three product replicates. Participants stated their reservation price for the four interior profiles (random order) followed by the four exterior profiles (e.g., [1, 1] , [1, 4] , [4, 1] , and [4, 4] ; random order). 4 We designed the full-profile procedure to maximize internal validity. First, a reservation price was solicited because it should not be sensitive to the uniform distribution problem associated with a scale having fixed endpoints (Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink 2002) or suffer from a lack of metricity (Steenkamp and Wittink 1994) . In other words, we expected that a reservation price would have the properties of a ratio scale; thus, any contribution of measurement factors to the number-of-levels effect should be 5 There was no design × replicate interaction for Attribute 1 (F(4, 198) minimized. Second, using eight profiles for each of the designs and having participants rate the four exterior profiles at the end should maximize the strength of the attentional contrast manipulation. Third, the between-subjects manipulation of product replicate eliminated any chance of cross-category interference.
Full-Profile Results
Three hundred twelve participants from an undergraduate student pool were randomly assigned to one of the nine conditions (3 designs × 3 replicates). We performed the analysis on the average difference scores of the exterior profiles for each participant. We removed the results of participants whose ratings on the exterior profiles were nonmonotonic from the data set and did not include them in the final sample of 207. Table 4 presents the mean difference scores per attribute for each condition.
We transformed the data into z-scores on a replicate-byreplicate basis because of the differences in variance across replicates. The 4 × 2 and 2 × 4 results replicate the typical number-of-levels effect. The effect of each attribute was greater when it was presented with four levels (M = .37 and M = .36 for Attributes 1 and 2, respectively) than when it was presented with two levels (M = -.16 and M = -.21, F(1, 202) = 9.12 and 10.87, respectively; both ps < .001). 5 On average, the number-of-levels effect was 37% of the importance of Attribute 1 and 44% of the importance of Attribute 2, as derived in the lower-level design.
The attentional contrast hypothesis predicts no numberof-levels effect in the 4 × 4 design. For Attribute 1, the importance score in the 4 × 4 design (M = -.15) was equal to the importance score in the 2 × 4 design (M = -.16; F(1, 202) = 0, p > .05) and significantly less than the importance score in the 4 × 2 design (M = .37; F(1, 202) = 10.05, p < .01). For Attribute 2, the importance score in the 4 × 4 design (M = -.11) was equal to the importance score in the 4 × 2 design (M = -.21; F(1, 202) = .38, p > .05) and significantly less than the importance score in the 2 × 4 design (M = .36; F(1, 202) = 8.44, p < .01). Thus, there was no number-of-levels effect in the 4 × 4 design. Notes: Means superscripted with "a" and "b" are significantly different at p < .05. Means superscripted with "a" and "c" are significantly different at p < .10.
Discussion
Experiment 1 shows that a number-of-levels effect can be mitigated with the use of a balanced design (e.g., 4 × 4). Although balanced designs have been proposed as a possible solution to the number-of-levels effect (e.g., Wittink, Huber, Zandan, and Johnson 1992; Wittink and Seetharaman 1999), we prefer to focus on why balanced designs reduce the number-of-levels effect. Nonrelational directed attention explanations of the number-of-levels effect (e.g., Green and Srinivasan 1990; Wittink and Seetharaman 1999) suggest that a balanced design removes a number-of-levels effect because the absolute importance of the attributes is equalized. For example, a 4 × 4 may increase the absolute importance of both attributes relative to a 2 × 2, but the increase in importance is proportional for each attribute, so the relative importance scores are similar across the two designs. A relational directed attention explanation of the number-of-levels effect (i.e., attentional contrast) suggests that a balanced design removes a number-of-levels effect because attentional contrast is equalized across the levels. That is, the relative novelty of the levels of each attribute becomes equivalent, so attention is spread among the levels of each attribute. The data are consistent with the attentional contrast explanation. We find that a balanced design does not increase the importance of an attribute trade-off relative to an unbalanced design.
The data from Experiment 1 suggest that attentional contrast contributes to the number-of-levels effect. Yet it is important to recognize that varying the number of levels of an attribute in an unbalanced design is not the only way to change the relative novelty of attribute levels. This is relevant for three reasons. First, the CBC data in Experiment 1 are collected using a procedure in which the number-oflevels effect can also be influenced by methodological factors; thus, it is difficult to know the relative contribution of attentional contrast. Second, the full-profile data are consistent with attentional contrast, but the reservation price measure is nontraditional and potentially imprecise (Currim and Sarin 1984) . Third, the evidence for attentional contrast relied on null results. Experiment 2 addresses these problems by demonstrating the effects of attentional contrast in a balanced design.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 used a balanced design to provide evidence for the influence of attentional contrast on attribute importance weights. Our strategy was to supplement the 4 × 4 design used in Experiment 1 with additional profiles to make the levels of one or the other attribute relatively more novel. Figure 2 illustrates the conditions. In the contrast-onAttribute-1 condition, the exterior levels of Attribute 1 appear in two profiles, whereas the exterior levels of Notes: The four exterior profiles are black, and the interior profiles are gray.
Figure 2 ATTENTIONAL CONTRAST MANIPULATION USED IN EXPERIMENT 2
Contrast on Attribute 1 Contrast on Attribute 2 Balanced Contrast
6 There was no design × replicate interaction for Attribute 1 (F(4, 720) = 1.06, p > .05) or Attribute 2 (F(4, 720) < 1, p > .05).
Attribute 2 appear in four profiles. This means that when one of the four exterior profiles is considered, it is likely that the level of Attribute 1 is more novel than the level of Attribute 2. We reversed this attribute relationship in the contrast-on-Attribute-2 condition to produce an attentional contrast effect for Attribute 2. Finally, in the third condition, we replicated the balanced design used as a control condition in Experiment 1. In this condition, the exterior levels of Attributes 1 and 2 appear equally often. This means that when one of the four exterior profiles is considered, the levels of Attribute 1 and Attribute 2 are equally novel.
Method
The experiment consisted of three levels of attentional contrast (contrast on Attribute 1, contrast on Attribute 2, and balanced contrast [between-subjects design]) with three replicates (refrigerators, LCD televisions, and digital cameras). In all three attentional contrast conditions, each attribute was defined on four levels (see Table 2 ). We created attentional contrast by deleting profiles from a full 4 × 4 design so that the exterior levels of Attribute 1 (contraston-Attribute-1 condition), Attribute 2 (contrast-onAttribute-2 condition), or neither attribute (balancedcontrast condition) appeared less frequently (Figure 2 ). The CBC procedure and full-profile procedure were identical to Experiment 1.
CBC Results
Two hundred forty-six undergraduate students participated in return for course credit. Table 5 reports average importance scores for each attribute in each condition plus averages collapsed across product category. 6 Planned contrasts show that the importance score for Attribute 1 was significantly greater in the contrast-on-Attribute-1 condition (M = 11.52) than in the contrast-on-Attribute-2 condition (M = 10.12; F(1, 480) = 13.42, p < .01) and the balanced-contrast condition (M = 10.55; F(1, 480) = 10.74, p < .01). The contrast between the latter two conditions was not significant (F(1, 480) < 1). Planned contrasts show that the importance score for Attribute 2 was significantly greater in the contrast-on-Attribute-2 condition (M = 8.91) 7 There was no design × replicate interaction for Attribute 1 (F(4, 568) = .29, p > .05) or Attribute 2 (F(4, 568) = .17, p > .05).
than in the contrast-on-Attribute-1 condition (M = 7.66; F(1, 480) = 17.86, p < .01) and the balanced-contrast condition (M = 8.13; F(1, 480) = 7.80, p < .01). The contrast between the latter two conditions was not significant (F(1, 480) = 2.28, p = .13). These results are consistent with the attentional contrast hypothesis.
Full-Profile Results
Six hundred thirty-six participants from an undergraduate student pool were randomly assigned to one of the nine conditions (3 contrast conditions × 3 replicates). We removed the results of participants whose ratings on the exterior profiles were nonmonotonic from the data set and did not include them in the final sample of 577. Table 6 presents the mean difference scores per attribute and the average z-scores for each experimental condition. 7 The mean z-score in the contrast-on-Attribute-1 condition (M = .24) was significantly greater than the mean z-score in the contrast-on-Attribute-2 condition (M = -.11; F(1, 573) = 11.54, p < .01) and the balanced-contrast condition (M = -.15; F(1, 573) = 14.37, p < .01). The mean difference score in the contrast-on-Attribute-2 condition (M = .12) was marginally greater than the mean difference score in the contrast-on-Attribute-1 condition (M = -.04; F(1, 573) = 2.83, p = .12) and the balanced-contrast condition (M = -.04; F(1, 573) = 3.63, p = .06). These results are consistent with the attentional contrast hypothesis.
Discussion
Experiment 2 manipulated attentional contrast directly by varying the relative novelty of the attribute levels while keeping the number of levels of the attributes constant. The results showed that attentional contrast can create a difference in derived attribute importance weights and reservation prices when there is no difference in the number of attribute levels. The two procedures and two attribute contrast conditions provided eight aggregate tests that were consistent with the attentional contrast effect, though the Attribute 2 tests with the full-profile data were only marginally significant. Overall, the results of Experiment 2 provide convergent evidence that is consistent with the attentional contrast hypothesis. Notes: Means superscripted with "a" and "b" are significantly different at p < .05. Means superscripted with "a" and "c" are significantly different at p < .10.
EXPERIMENT 3
In Experiment 1, attentional contrast influenced differences in derived attribute importance weights when the number of levels of the accompanying attribute was varied but not when the number of levels of the focal attribute was varied. In Experiment 2, attentional contrast influenced perceived differences in attribute importance weights when there was no difference in the total number of attribute levels. In Experiment 3, in an attempt to reverse the numberof-levels effect, we created a manipulation of attentional contrast that was in opposition to the total number of attribute levels. Doing so would indicate that if the absolute number of attribute levels contributes to the typical numberof-levels effect, the effect is not so great that it cannot be overcome by the effects of attentional contrast. The goal of Experiment 3 was to provide such a demonstration.
Method
The experiment was a three-cell between-subjects design (4 × 6, 6 × 4, and 6 × 6 attribute levels) with three product replicates (refrigerators, LCD televisions, and digital cameras). The four exterior profiles ([1, 1], [1, 6] , [6, 1] , and [6, 6]) were common to each design (for an overview of the attribute levels, see Table 7 ).
The key manipulation involved the selection of the interior profiles for each of the three designs (see Figure 3) . In Notes: The 4 exterior profiles are black, and the 12 interior profiles are gray. 8 There was a significant design × replicate interaction for Attribute 1 (F(4, 813) = 17.73, p < .05) and Attribute 2 (F(4, 813) = 10.79, p < .05). The first interaction was primarily driven by the absence of the predicted difference between the 4 × 6 and 6 × 6 conditions in the refrigerator replicate, and the second was primarily driven by a significant difference between the 4 × 6 and 6 × 4 conditions in the refrigerator replicate.
each design, we selected the interior profiles to influence the relative novelty of the attribute levels in the exterior profiles. For example, in the 4 × 6 design, we chose the interior profiles so that the exterior profile levels of Attribute 1 were more novel than the exterior profile levels of Attribute 2. More specifically, the interior profiles were [3, 1], [3, 2] , [3, 3] , [3, 4] , [3, 5] , [3, 6] , [4, 1] , [4, 2] , [4, 3] , [4, 4] , [4, 5] , and [4, 6] . Note that Levels 1 and 6 of Attribute 1 do not appear in the interior profiles, whereas Levels 1 and 6 of Attribute 2 do. Thus, attentional contrast predicts an increase in the importance of the Attribute 1 trade-off, even though it has fewer levels than Attribute 2. We selected the interior profiles of the 6 × 4 design using a similar strategy. The interior profiles were [1, 3] , [1, 4] , [2, 3] , [2, 4] , [3, 3] , [3, 4] , [4, 3] , [4, 4] , [5, 3] , [5, 4] , [6, 3] , and [6, 4] . Note that Levels 1 and 6 of Attribute 2 do not appear in the interior profiles, whereas Levels 1 and 6 of Attribute 1 do. Thus, attentional contrast predicts an increase in the importance of the Attribute 2 trade-off, even though it has fewer levels than Attribute 1. We selected the interior profiles of the 6 × 6 design to create no attentional contrast. The interior profiles were [1, 3] [6, 3] , and [6, 4] . Note that Levels 1 and 6 of Attribute 1 appear twice and Levels 1 and 6 of Attribute 2 appear twice. The CBC procedure and full-profile procedure were identical to Experiment 1.
CBC Results
Two hundred seventy-seven undergraduate students participated in return for course credit. Table 8 reports average importance scores for each attribute in each condition plus averages collapsed across product category. 8 Planned contrasts show that the average importance score for Attribute 1 was significantly higher in the 4 × 6 design (M = 11.95) than in the 6 × 4 design (M = 9.71; F(1, 542) = 40.05, p < 9 There was no design × replicate interaction for Attribute 1 (F(4, 265) = 1.23, p > .05) or Attribute 2 (F(4, 265) = .65, p > .05).
.001) or the 6 × 6 design (M = 8.14; F(1, 542) = 116.23, p < .001). The contrast between the latter two conditions was also significant (F(1, 542) = 22.49, p < .001). The average importance score for Attribute 2 did not differ significantly in the 6 × 4 design (M = 8.78) and the 4 × 6 design (M = 8.78; F(1, 542) < 1), but it was significantly higher for these two designs than in the 6 × 6 design (M = 5.64; F(1, 542) = 186.60, p < .001; F(1, 542) = 120.45, p < .001, respectively). Thus, the attentional contrast manipulation created a stronger bias than the absolute number of levels for Attribute 1 and a bias similar to the absolute number of levels for Attribute 2. Note that the evidence for both an attentional contrast effect and a number-of-levels effect driven by factors other than attentional contrast is supported by the significantly lower importance score for Attribute 2 in the 6 × 6 condition (M = 5.64) than in the other two conditions.
Full-Profile Results
Participants from an undergraduate student pool were randomly assigned to one of the nine conditions (3 contrast conditions × 3 replicates). We removed the results of participants whose ratings on the exterior profiles were nonmonotonic from the data set and did not include them in the final sample of 274. Table 9 presents the mean difference scores per attribute and the average z-scores for each experimental condition. 9 Planned contrasts show that average difference scores for Attribute 1 did not differ between the 4 × 6 design (M = .27) and the 6 × 4 design (M = .18; F(1, 269) = .95, p > .05) but were significantly higher for these two designs than in the 6 × 6 design (M = -.06; F(1, 269) = 8.01, p < .05; F(1, 269) = 3.61, p < .05, respectively). The average difference score for Attribute 2 was significantly higher in the 6 × 4 design (M = .27) than in the 4 × 6 design (M = -.14; F(1, 269) = 8.08, p < .01) or the 6 × 6 design (M = -.15; F(1, 269) = 7.94, p < .01). Thus, the attentional contrast manipulation created a stronger bias than the absolute number of levels for Attribute 2 and a bias similar to the absolute number of levels for Attribute 1. Note that the evidence for both an attentional contrast effect and a number- of-levels effect driven by factors other than attentional contrast is supported by the significantly lower importance score for Attribute 1 in the 6 × 6 condition (M = -.06) than in the other two conditions.
Discussion
The goal of Experiment 3 was to show that attentional contrast can influence attribute importance weights when an attribute has fewer levels than an accompanying attribute. Consistent with the attentional contrast hypothesis, the interior profiles on a four-level attribute were designed so that the exterior profile levels would be more novel than the exterior profiles on a six-level attribute. In six of the eight critical tests, the derived attribute importance weights or difference scores were larger for the four-level attribute than for the six-level attribute. These results suggest that attentional contrast is not the only process that contributes to the number-of-levels effect. Attribute 2 in the CBC task and Attribute 1 in the full-profile task showed that there was a number-of-levels effect driven by factors other than attentional contrast. Factors leading to these number-of-levels effects may include the enhanced attention to the attribute in general (i.e., nonrelational directed attention), enhanced discriminability of attribute levels, and fluency in the processing of attribute information.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Three studies provide support for the claim that attentional contrast contributes to the number-of-levels effect. Experiment 1 shows that the novelty of an attribute's levels, relative to the levels of the other attributes, can draw attention to the attribute's levels and produce a number-of-levels effect. Experiment 2 uses attentional contrast to alter the derived importance weights of attribute level trade-offs, even though there is no inequality in the number of levels. Experiment 3 shows that attentional contrast can increase the derived importance of an attribute with fewer levels, provided that the levels of the attribute are novel relative to the levels of the other attributes in the profile.
The attentional contrast explanation is consistent with all the results that have been published in the literature on the number-of-levels effect. First, all empirical studies (except Johnson 1992) used a sequential evaluation procedure.
Attentional contrast can operate only when attribute levels are repeated and when this repetition occurs in the context of other attribute levels that have been repeated more or less often. Second, the attentional contrast account is consistent with the observations that the number-of-levels effect (1) was not produced in the compositional measures that were collected before a sequential evaluation procedure (Wittink, Huber, Fiedler, and Miller 1992) and (2) was minimal when the compositional measures were collected after the sequential evaluation procedure (Steenkamp and Wittink 1994; Verlegh, Schifferstein, and Wittink 2002) . Finally, attentional contrast could have contributed to all the number-of-levels demonstrations that have been attributed to nonrelational directed attention (e.g., Green and Srinivasan 1990; Wittink and Seetharaman 1999) because the two accounts make equivalent predictions when the number of levels of multiple attributes are manipulated concurrently (see Table 1 ).
Contexts Supporting Attentional Contrast
A practical issue concerns when attentional contrast is most likely to influence derived importance weights. We recommend that a researcher assess how the measurement technique, attribute representation, and experimental design will influence the relative novelty of an attribute's levels at the time of measurement. Attentional contrast will occur only when the measurement technique allows for differential levels of attribute-level novelty to be salient. For example, traditional full-profile conjoint and CBC allow a respondent to see levels of each attribute during a response. Thus, designs in which attributes have different numbers of levels will allow attribute levels to differ in their novelty. In contrast, adaptive conjoint analysis often presents only a subset of attributes in a given profile. To the extent that this procedure equalizes the repetition of each attribute level, the relative novelty of the levels of any one attribute will be reduced, and attentional contrast should be mitigated.
The relative novelty of attribute levels can also be influenced by the type of attribute used. In the case of categorical attributes (e.g., number of doors on a car), the researcher has little latitude and must use some subset of the environmentally feasible attribute levels. If these attributes have the same number of levels, attentional contrast will be minimal. In the case of continuous attributes (e.g., price, gas mileage), the researcher has infinite latitude to select levels. One approach is to allow random selection of levels within a specified range, effectively eliminating repetition of levels for that attribute. If this approach is taken for one continuous attribute while other discrete attributes are presented using repeating levels, our results indicate that the relative novelty of levels of the continuous attribute will artificially increase the effect of that attribute.
Recall that attentional contrast for a given attribute depends on the other attributes with which it is presented. For designs that include an attribute with many levels, adding more attributes with few levels will effectively add common levels to the pool, increasing the relative novelty of the higher-resolution attribute. Thus, adding attributes with few levels would be predicted to increase the magnitude of the attentional contrast effect. By similar reasoning, we can predict that the use of fractional factorial designs, which present participants with fewer repetitions of attribute levels, will tend to reduce the magnitude of the attentional contrast effects. In short, attentional contrast depends not only on the number of levels of the attribute but also on the number of levels of other attributes, the nature of the attribute representations (discrete versus continuous), and the methods used to create the stimulus design.
Finally, we do not yet understand the boundaries of attentional contrast. In particular, we claim that the relative novelty of attribute levels directly leads to attentional contrast, resulting in a number-of-levels effect. However, for attributes with a narrow range, an increase in the number of levels may result in levels that are unique but perceptually indistinct. If so, respondents may code presentations of unique but similar levels as "essentially equivalent" to a salient level, reducing the relative novelty of the levels. The scope of attentional contrast may depend on whether the "novelty" of attribute levels derives from bottom-up perceptual processing or from top-down stimulus expectancies.
Prescription
The main focus of many studies on number-of-levels effects has been on eliminating the effect from conjoint applications. Our results indicate that this goal may be difficult to achieve. One approach to avoiding attentional contrast is to use designs that involve the same number of levels for each attribute, a solution that is both unappealing and often impractical. A second approach to avoiding attentional contrast involves inserting partial profiles into the conjoint task to equalize the novelty of attribute levels. These partial profiles would not be used in parameter estimation. A third approach would be to use tasks that are less prone to attentional contrast. For example, a trade-off matrix could be used to reduce the sequential characteristics of the task, or participants could be shown the entire conjoint design before evaluating any profiles. However, these approaches are unlikely to eliminate the bias completely. This may leave the researcher to question how much of the variance in importance estimates is due to attentional contrast and how much is inherent to the manipulated attribute levels.
Some advanced conjoint software incorporates features that are related in part to the number-of levels effect. For example, Sawtooth's CBC provides users with different algorithms that can automatically generate a "random" design. The resultant designs strive for the following properties: (1) minimal overlap-each attribute level is shown as infrequently as possible; (2) level balance-each level of a specific attribute is shown an equal number of times; and (3) orthogonality-levels are chosen independently for each attribute. Our results indicate that though these algorithms may reduce number-of-levels effects due to some mechanisms, they may exacerbate number-of-levels effects due to attentional contrast. An avenue for further exploration would be to develop similar algorithms that are sensitive to level balance across attributes. Designs that equate presentation frequency across all attribute levels would be expected to minimize attentional contrast, albeit possibly at the expense of design efficiency. Wittink and Seetharaman (1999; see also Wittink, McLauchlan, and Seetharaman 1997 ) investigated a second approach. They presented a number-of-levels remedy based on self-explicated importances, such that more important attributes had more levels. They found that the customized design performed similar to a design that had an equal number of levels across attributes and outperformed a design in which the number of levels varied arbitrarily across attributes. The value of levels customization is likely to depend on several factors. First, as Wittink and colleagues discuss, the results are likely to depend on the specific mechanism underlying the number-of-levels effect. Customization may control for some sources of the number-of-levels effect while introducing other sources of the number-of-levels effect (e.g., attentional contrast). Second, the value of customization depends on the relationship between respondents' self-explicated importances and the representation of the attributes. If binary attributes (i.e., attributes that cannot be customized) are more important, customization of nonbinary attributes may reduce predictive accuracy.
We caution that attentional contrast may capture an important aspect of how consumers behave, at least in some situations. If consumers are required to evaluate sequentially standardized products that have well-defined attributes and levels, as they would be if they were buying online or from a retailer with a wide selection, conjoint methods that attempt to eliminate attentional contrast will effectively ignore an important source of systematic variability. According to this view, the most appropriate response to attentional contrast is to embrace it and manipulate it systematically in conjoint designs, when appropriate. If a conjoint researcher has reason to expect that trade-offs depend on attentional contrast, he or she could use multiple designs of the sort presented here to estimate the magnitude of the contrast effects and incorporate them into market simulations.
A discussion of prescription is also muddled because attentional contrast is only one source of the number-oflevels effect. In Experiment 3, we investigate designs in which a number-of-levels effect based on the absolute novelty of the attribute level (nonrelational directed attention) is put in opposition to a number-of-levels effect based on the relative novelty of the attribute levels (i.e., attentional contrast). If there are two or more sources of a number-oflevels effect, it is difficult to allow attentional contrast to operate naturally, given that its influence cannot be isolated from other sources of the number-of-levels effect. We offer two resolutions to this problem. First, consider running the conjoint procedure using more than one between-subjects design. For example, a factor that is at four levels in a decision environment could be run (1) at two levels, (2) at four levels with absolute and relative attribute level novelty confounded, and (3) at four levels with a presentation procedure that controls for relative attribute novelty (e.g., force profiles including extreme levels earlier into the procedure, thus ensuring that the relative novelty of levels is equivalent). The difference between Options 2 and 3 is the relative novelty effect, whereas the difference between Options 1 and 2 is the absolute novelty effect.
Second, if the approach of using multiple betweensubjects designs is too costly, attribute novelty could be equalized by preexposure to the attribute having more levels. To illustrate, consider a 2 (Attribute 1) × 4 (Attribute 2) design. In this design, the levels of Attribute 2 are absolutely and relatively more novel than the levels of Attribute 1. Suppose that the procedure is amended to allow for preexposure to part of a 2 (Attribute 3) × 4 (Attribute 2) design, followed by the focal 2 (Attribute 1) × 4 (Attribute 2) design. The preexposure profiles would allow each of the Attribute 2 levels to be exposed once before the focal design. In the focal design, these Attribute 2 levels would be exposed a second and third time (i.e., an average of 2.5 repetitions across profiles). The Attribute 1 levels would be exposed a first, second, third, and fourth time (i.e., an average of 2.5 repetitions across profiles). In effect, preexposure would control for absolute and relative novelty. This solution becomes more difficult as designs become more complex. Ultimately, it seems that improving our modeling of consumer trade-offs will require conjoint analysts to make some difficult trade-offs of their own.
